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Recently Kwqng and Biifner (1981s) have studied in some detail the

energy dependence of the proton-nucleus reaction cross sections in the energy

range 100 MeV i E ̂  1*00 GeV and its relation to the energy dependence of

proton-nucleon total cross section. They demonstrate that if a proper account

of the Coulomb repulsion and Pauli blocking which are important at lower

energies is made, the variation of the two cross sections with energy is

quite the same. A similar observation was made earlier by de Vries and Peng (i960)

though in a much restricted energy region.

To describe the observed similarity between the energy dependencies

of the two cross sections, Kwong and Hiifner (198*0 suggest the following

empirical law.

di (1)
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ABSTRACT

Working within the framework of the Glauber model and considering

the target pair correlation as well, we develop an expansion for N-nucleus

reaction cross section so as to make its dependence on energy through NH

scattering parameters explicit. The expansion converges rapidly and its

first two terms conform with the recently proposed empirical relations

which fit the data in a wide range of energies.

where &„ is the proton reaction cross section on a nucleus of mass number
K A

A, a is the pH total cross section and y is a constant which may assume

different values for different nuclei. These authors test the above empirical

relation in the following integral form:

(2)

where cr
K

Taking
- A

c as the average pN total

as free parameters these authors

and o are constants.

cross section and treating y and u_
ti

show that the above empirical relation describes the reaction cross section
data in the energy range 100 MeV ,< E ^ 1*00 GeV quite well.

They also tes t the relation
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= c; (3)

A A '

which gives an equally good fit to the data. Here a and cr are the energy

independent parameters and o" is obtained In the same way as in testing the

relation (2). The main reason for considering the above relation is that if

one differentiates the expression for Cv,(E) as given by the Glauber model
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under ths zero range apj. .cxiinat'lon sii.C ignoring the correlations 'jce obtains

<U

»""eT-e CT.(E) is the single scattering inelastic scattering cross section
I ^

•.".iauber 1959, 1967). How estimates show that the quantity O-^M d o a s n o t

dafEl Avary much with E .whereas the coefficient of -„ viz. o (E)'a(E)

varies by !4O-5O% in the energy range under consideration. Because of this

Kwong and Hufner (19-SM consider that the relation (after ignoring the weak

energy dependence of Oj(!)J

(5)

and I(b) which depends upon the target ground state correlation function

and the HH profile function T is the same as defined by Ahraad and Auger

(I98l). Here p(r) is the target ground state density which is normalized

to unity and A is the atomic mass number. For I"fti) we assume the usual

Gaussian parameterization in terms of the HN total cross section, the slope
p

parameter 0 and the ratio of the real to imaginary parts of the forward

scattering amplitude a -

Writing

lit) - f i - i i l f (9)

and using the expression for aR in terms of we have

and hence the relation as given by Eq.. (3) is better placed theoretically

compared to those described by Eqs.(l) and (2).

In this work we derive an expansion for o (E) in the Glauber model

so as to make its dependence on energy through the W parameters explicit.

The expansion is such that its dominant leading terms conform with the empirical

relation (2) and hence it gives for the ratio of the energy derivatives of

o (E) and cr(E) a constant. The expansion is rather general in that it does

not ignore the pair correlation and the finiteness of the range of the NTJ

interaction.

We take as the starting point of our derivation the Glaut>er model

elastic s-matrix element S Q Q M and write it in the following form which

is appropriate for medium and heavy nuclei (e.g. Ahmad 1975; Ahmad and Auger

1981):

tfc) =
zil Kb)

where

X U;

= Jd*k [ 1 - -Mfc; <r,£.

= A (T

(10)

{11)

Now in order to make the energy dependence of a (E) which comes
n

through the energy dependence of the NH parameters explicit we introduce

energy averaged Nil parameters CJ, 0 and a ; the average being taken over

an energy range of interest. Further, since the contribution of the pair

correlation to the S-matrix is estimated to be small (Ahmad and Auger 196l).
2

For simplicity we replace a and 6 in the second term on the right-hand side

of Eq..(ll) by a and 6 and expand X(b; a, B ,a) about the average values of

the STN parameters. Retaining only the first two terms of the expansion and

substituting them in Eq.(10) we obtain

where

(7)

-AX a>
(12)

— A
where X and o_ are the values of X and
energy averaged parameters and

which correspond to the
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AX =

isr-, i g n o r e erni- r- I': ^

e x p r e s s Lt.;i : ' .r ~*fp. ; ';• : .̂  •<

a r e exTK •<;..::• t o m;.-->^ on ly sri'-i"! .

T h i s g i v . •::

Thus for a X 'iQ :nb v ; i;:'o.j by :'wong and Hufner •': ;̂ '."l • , ;",..< , j ~ 2\b'~< :Lr:

t h e ^ • ; : - s : ; .-'iiige 100 ffeV r_: E v . '; :0 GeV.

"v:h-: ..* : i t i n g " j .'"•.'•• 1 h . t o t h ^ in ' ,egr ; ind o'.' \'-:.u.iV.?} and no-t.i.ng t h a t

liecaijSi.- o"' :,! ; iianpin.;: -\ - o n e r - : ..p " - c* , r t h e mairi c o n t r i b u t i o n t o t h e

ir t -egr" 1 . i ^ w i i !'--'.i i •••.••,,. • i' •• '• ' i . e . ffom t h e s e v a l u e s vf t f o r

Ion for -v^"!E,i:

•- A —A
In the above equations G; ,a , . . . describe ttie single, double,...

scattering cjoji tributions to the inelastic scattering (GlauBer 1959; 196?)

corresponding to the energy averaged Jjw scattering oarametera.

Using simple models for X(t>) It. i s not d i f f i c u l t t o see tha t t he

cont r ibut ions ~,i the higher order terms In k,he expansion (]5) decreaHes

ra thor r^pittiy-. (Thas is b;."-?.!.jBe thf-; main conlr l^ut ion to the i n t e g r a l s : :•

S q s . ( l 6 ! i-:r..-'-'.=!3 Prora fa" 'JPP of b for which X(b) < 1.) Thus ignorfufi;

•-here

terms in Eq.(l5) we obtain an expressinr

e cnrirical relation (?)

i r !r H.1 rel it. Lon (l 'I wii.h

third -irv-1. other Metier ct

•J_(E) , ifhic); iE of ti'i-r ;a'se form <IE the cnrirical relation (?) and h'.'r'-.:.

of t!je

! > • . • , I >• t

r e x a t i o j i

)r. order '.i .;oc the e f fec t s of the pa i r corre la t ior ; i

rq.(].J r) i;hr-i.t vere i^noreii in deriving the eztp&n:A.cr.

into tit,. i .:.•''1 and exrin-x ^~" X to obtain (only tht

- the last.

. we s u b s t i t u t e

two terns of

retained in : he l i g h t of the discussic-. - : •"€.! above)

(17)

(18)

vhere

(15)

^ •* - \ d t x (t)
(16a)

(16b)

and so on-

-5 -

Thus dlsregai-Jing the last term in Eq.(V^ which makes only a small contribution

(it vanishes under the zero range approximation) we see that the Glauber model

predicts the empirical relation (l) with of course a different value for the

constant y (= cr. /o).

Here we do not intend to give an estimate of the pair correlation

contribution as it is not a straightforward problem to obtain it realistically,

particularly" for finite nuclei.. Steadies show that the ground state pair

correlation has several components in finite nuclei such as the centre of mass,

Pauli, and dynamical short range and long range correlations which in general

are not independent and which may have cancelling effects as well (e.g. Ahmad
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19T5; Anmad ana Aimer 198l). Our main Interest in considering the pair

correlation has been to demonstrate that its inclusion does not effect the

p^ter^ti^l of the Glauber model in predicting the empirical relation (l).

Coming to the last term in Eq.(lT) we note that it arises because

of the energy dependence of the slope parameter 6 and hence it vanishes

in the aero range approximation as has already been mentioned. Thus it is

expected to make a contribution of only a few percent for medium and heavy

nuclei which may be either ignored or considered as simulated in empirically

fitting the data through the relation (£).

As regards the success of the logarithmic relation (3) it is

interesting to note that it may be obtained from Eq.Ojj) under the

approximation a ? ft a,, , and using the fact that
o(E) - 5 i in

the energy range under consideration. As a matter of fact due to the snallness

of (u_(E) - a)/~a, the quantity a^ JEn <J(E)/CT and the second term in Eq.(l5)

are approximately the same. This i s the reason why both the relat ions (2)

and (3) provide equally good f i t s to the data with almost the same values
- 'A

f o r and

- A
From the derivation of Eq. (15) i t follows that o,, should be

interpreted as the reaction cross section which corresponds to the energy

averaged HIT parameters. I t i s ^therefore, of interest to see how the
— A

calculated values for 01 compare with the empirical ones. For t h i s we
a

calculate a for heavy and medium nuclei taking a as 1*0 mb as used by Kwong

and Hufner (198U) and using the two parameter Fermi density as obtained from

electron scattering experiments (De Jagar, De Vries and De Vries I0?1*).

For simplicity we neglect the correlation and assume the zero range

approximationCthis tacitly assumes that the interaction range is essentially

the same as the size of the proton). The result may be summarised as

follows.

-AThe calculated cr" are generally less than the empirical ones
* " pnft 11R 63

(Kwong and Hufner 198!*) by 12 | for Pt> and Sn, lUjS for fa, and

lGjt for Al. Thus there is .fair agr^eiient between the theoretical and empirical

values. The level of aifcrep&ncy i t essentially the same as for c, found

by Kwong and Hufner (1981*).

The trend of the increasing discrepancy between the theoretical and

empirical values with decreasing A i:̂ .y be due to the fact that t b ; optical

limit expression for ^of)(t ^ &E %-> ""•'• Ly Eq.(6) and the zero range

approximation is less accurate for r,i£'rvte:? nuclei thar= fov the heavier ones.
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